The Varsity Centre is a Grade 2, IAAF fully certified track, which conforms to the requirements of IAAF
Rule 140 and the IAAF Track and Field Facilities Manual. The Track also conforms to the requirements of
IAAF Rule 160 and the IAAF Track and Field Facilities Manual. Please see Appendix G. The track was
laid in 2007. It is a 400m track constructed of Polytan M and contains 8 lanes in the oval and straights at
1.22m (suitable for wheelchair events). It is bordered by a curb of aluminum which meets all of the IAAF
minimum requirements. The radii of the curves is 36.5m Trinity College and Back Campus fields, which
are located directly south of the stadium, will provide additional warm up areas. Finally, the Athletic
Centre is located a short 2 minute jog from the Varsity Centre, and it contains an indoor six lane 200m
track and full size indoor field house, should athletes require additional facilities to prepare.



















The stadium provides permanent seating for 5,000 spectators, with ample wheelchair
accessibility on two levels. The seating is raised one metre above the playing field to provide
excellent sightlines throughout the stadium. Elevator stops provide access to the media gondola
and to wheelchair spaces above.
Anticipated local daily spectator attendance is 500
Hospitality Boxes next to the Results Rooms
One Hospitality Room overlooking the track, others inside the stadium
Parking Capacity is over 2000 parking spaces in public lots and the University Campus within a 5
minute walk of the stadium
Sponsors Area adjacent to the track in the concourse under the stands
Marketing Area adjacent to the track in the concourse under the stands
The street adjacent to the stadium may be closed for warmup or vendor tents
Numerous Offices located in the Arena and the Goldring Centre next to the Stadium
Training Track/ training areas are located on the adjacent Trinity Fields (natural grass and
Polytan runway) and the nearby Athletics Centre
Retail area in the TIC in the Arena
Banking services are across the street
Concession area in the Arena
Photographer Control will be with the use of lanyard credentials
Field Access will be controlled by Security
Affiliate Team Meeting Rooms will be at the University

Technical Attributes



Stadium Lighting system that is sufficient to meet the technical requirements of television
broadcasts – including field, track, turns, and infield
A state-of-the-art scoreboard in the stadium, which is able to be interfaced with the timing and
results processing system, video board for live coverage of field events, instant replays, etc.



A quality sound system for the entire stadium, capable of announcements




The Varsity Centre is a Grade 2, IAAF fully certified track, which conforms to the requirements of
IAAF Rule 140 and the IAAF Track and Field Facilities Manual. The Track also conforms to the
requirements of IAAF Rule 160 and the IAAF Track and Field Facilities Manual
The track is a 400m track constructed of Polytan M and contains 8 lanes in the oval and straights
at 1.22m (suitable for wheelchair events). It is bordered by a curb of aluminum which meets all of
the IAAF minimum requirements. The radii of the curves is 36.5m. Surface renewal planned
before Championships



























IAAF track survey available
8 Lanes on Straight
8 Lanes on Oval
There are provisions for Fully Automatic Electronic timing
Starting blocks are available
2 Simultaneous bi-directional long/triple jump venues
2 Simultaneous high jump venues
HJ pads and uprights are available
One Simultaneous Bi-directional PV Venues
PV pads and uprights are available
Are Hammer and Weight Permitted on infield - No
Is shot put permitted on track infield - no
There are Bidirectional Hurdle Markings
All WMA Hurdles Settings will be marked
All WMA Hurdle Heights will be available (68.6 cm)
Adjustable Steeplechase Barriers and Water Barriers are at the 2 main Stadiums
Pole Vault Poles will be available
Covered area for Athletes will be available
Result Posting Area is in the Concourse
Call Room Area is adjacent to the track
Athlete Warm-up Area is adjacent to the track
Athlete Dressing rooms are along the Concourse
Team Bulletin area in the Arena adjacent to the main Stadium
Team managers technical meeting room adjacent to the Main Stadium
Equipment Storage Room next to the track

